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When the wind is streamlining buildings of
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The experiments have been performed in the flume by making the flows visible with

rh.-h;,Iñ;¡ iñäanilinã pãìnt!ólrtion injected by the lvringe with too little momentum

near thè wooden modelì secured to its side wall'

The even field of water motion speeds has been created over the entire width of the

flume before each ser'i-es ði ãip"t'it"nts, the value of the flow velocity has been

;æËì.;;¿ii; ti* ir.urr*i,o¿'". The spread of the painted jers has been

photographed.
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building - the lee zone.

The circulation zones represent the zones bordering on t-hg external fencing. of the^

building and charactð.iråJ uv ttt" reciprocating mot'íon of the air masses and therefore
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by the circulation of part of the impurities which get into these zones with their
accumulation in comparison with the ambient air.

The dimensions of the circulation zones are rather stable and on the average they
constitute: The zone -of overpressure - H, where H is the height of ttre building, ihe
windward zone is 2.5 H, the lee zone is 4H, and the commoñ zone is 6H.

The three-dimensional study in the wind tunnel with the visualization of the flows by
the test prod, which inserts the fumes of four-chlorine titanium into the determined
point confirm the dimensions of these circulation zones which have been obøined in
the plane flume. What is more, the presence of the face zones has been discovered,
which by the site of their formation were divided into windward and lee or common
zones. The change of the relative length of the prism bodies has serious influence on
the value of resistance rate: the rate of the dragìs reduced with the reduction of the
relalive lengfh. This is explained by the fact thãt the streamlining of the body faces
leads to the narrowing of getting away zone behind the body anã to the inciease of
the absolute pressure in the circulation zone as compared wiih the bodies of great
lengthening. In connection with it the drawing-in aõtion of the leeward part óf tne
poor-streamlined body decreases which reduces its resistance. Therefore the lesser is
the size of the building in the direction perpendicular to the flow movement, the more
increases the face zones value in the aired territory behind the building.

irculation zones enable to work out in
from the lee edge of the building

y layer. The internal boundary of the
line w of the

?tt-"å arY is

The boundary layer altitude increase is subject to the linear manner and external
boundary corres_ponds to the line on which-horizontal component equals zero. The
location of this line is defined by determining the point at 

-w¡ictr 
uniteady motion of

the liquid in the -flume is observed. This point locates the dimension of tlie zone along
the flow. The influence of the flow turbulent eharacteristics on the dimensions of the
circulation zones bodies with given sharp edges and
localized places o een detectedl It is noteï in-document
(ref. document l) Creat therefore these parameters are

her consideration. For the case to be considered according to

i::iffiå,Liii,il:n" aired zone is 4H v¿hich corresponds to

Pr.t"S the research in the wind tunnel the value of this external boundary inclination
has been calculated by the coordinate valu :s of the points located on the Ïine of zero
values of the flow vel-ocity horizontal component. Such determined values have been
in the range from l4o to ló0.

The described diagram of flows in the circulation zone occurrirrg frorn the lee side of
ion of the plane-parallel turbulent jet during
of the building. The features and patterns bf

jets have been theoretically substantiated by Mr.

The velocity fields have bcen measured in the wind tunnel in the cross-sections of the
specified zone horizontal velocity component at the
measured point ns of pneumometric tubê secured in the
traversing prcb ge.
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The results of the study, processed depending on the relative velocity flow, and
location of the point at \4rhich the measurements have been taken showed that the
experimental data were satisfactorily placed next to the theoretical curve calculated on
the basis of Mr. Abromovich's materials. The deviations constitute from l0'/. lo lsyo
which proves the competent uae of the specified theory for working out in detail the
structure of flows in the zones and for development of the procedure for calculation
of pollutant concentrations in them.
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